Turface Athletics®
and Profile Golf™
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing executes a social
media strategy that increases engagement
by 268% and web visitors by 74%.
elevation marketing | elevationb2b.com

BACKGROUND

Field maintenance solutions and
environmentally friendly mulch
and soil conditioners
Turface Athletics and Profile Golf are Profile Products LLC brands.
Profile Products produces a comprehensive line of products for soil
modification, erosion control and plant establishment.

TURFACE ATHLETICS
For more than 50 years, groundskeepers, coaches
and volunteers have relied on Turface Athletics and
Turface products for field maintenance solutions
that result in safer, playable fields. Turface Athletics
offer the highest quality infield and turf conditioners,
mound and plate packing clays, hands-on education
and ongoing industry support, all backed by the best
distributors in the business.
PROFILE GOLF
Profile Golf is the game’s premier provider of proven golf
course product solutions that are scientifically formulated
to establish, maintain and improve turfgrass and
surrounding vegetation across every high-profile area
of a golf course. Profile Golf’s high-performance
vegetative and erosion-control products, scientific
soil amendments and agronomic experts work to
improve grow-in, optimize play, simplify upkeep
and maximize a course’s aesthetic appeal.

CHALLENGE

Turface Athletics and Profile Golf
needed a comprehensive social media
strategy backed by market research
Turface Athletics and Profile Golf are
well-established brands in their industries, but
their social engagement was low, hindering
their ability to build awareness with new
prospects and engage a social media-savvy
audience in a meaningful way. They did not
have a presence across all primary social
media platforms, and while they were posting
to the ones they did have, they were not doing
so in a strategic manner that would optimize
their products and take advantage of the
business rhythms within their industries.
Turface Athletics and Profile Golf
engaged Elevation Marketing to conduct
in-depth market and competitive
research, then recommend an approach
that would increase brand awareness,
position the brands as industry leaders,
drive engagement and web traffic, and
attract prospective customers.

STRATEGY

Establish a social media presence
to raise the brands’ profiles
and attract new customers

Elevation Marketing conducted in-depth market and competitive
research, and examined market position and the social media
landscape, to inform its guidance on future strategies. The extensive
research was done in four phases:

PHASE 1: DISCOVERY
MARKET RESEARCH AND SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIT
The first phase centered on understanding company and industry dynamics as well as
competitor tactics in the B2B space. Elevation Marketing researched the positioning of
Turface Athletics and Profile Golf on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and did the same
for their competitors. We sought to understand how, and how well, the two brands were
positioning themselves and determine whether they generated interaction via followers,
impressions, engagements and web visitors.

PHASE 2: EVALUATION
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
Based on the information collected and analyzed during Phase 1, Elevation Marketing
determined that both brands would benefit from comprehensive social media strategies that
encompassed building out attractive and engaging presences across all primary social media
platforms and executing well-paced social media plans rich in imagery as well as content.
PHASE 3: STRATEGY
SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDS TAKE SHAPE
Research revealed that Turface Athletics and Profile Golf enjoyed solid engagement on Twitter,
but that was not echoed across Facebook and Instagram. Elevation Marketing recommended
that both brands establish a social media program that would optimize their pages, incorporate
additional content, and promote proactive partner, distributor and customer engagement.
Elevation Marketing also advised the brands to establish influencer programs to increase
followership and enhance search engine optimization (SEO) performance. For Instagram,
more use-case photography was in order to promote the brands’ products.
PHASE 4: EXECUTION
ENGAGING CONTENT ON MULTIPLE PLATFORMS
Elevation Marketing spun up Profile Golf Facebook and Twitter profiles (both were already in
place for Turface Athletics) and developed custom imagery and creative assets for all social media
platforms. Elevation also produced monthly social media calendars that strategically increased
the frequency, relevance and regularity of posts, enhanced the posts with associated content and
images, and took advantage of brand and industry trends, events and announcements. With the
calendar and assets in hand, Elevation Marketing executed the social media strategy on behalf
of Turface Athletics and Profile Golf, distributing a steady stream of posts and associated content
and imagery for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The results were phenomenal.

DELIVERABLES

Social content strategy
• Social media editorial calendar
• Social media posts, content and images
• In-depth research report
• Trend data and analysis
• Bi-annual client reports
•

RESULTS

Elevation’s social media strategy,
calendar and execution dramatically
increased followers, impressions,
engagement and web visitors
TURFACE ATHLETICS
The Turface Athletics Facebook page saw growth in all aspects: engagements, link clicks and
total fans. On Twitter, strong engagement demonstrated the value of the platform for the brand,
with impressive and significant growth in impressions, engagements, link clicks and followers.
Instagram engagements and followers also grew with a renewed and re-invigorated presence on
the platform.

>> TURFACE ATHLETICS | SIX-MONTH SNAPSHOT

24%
increase in followers

44%
increase in impressions

268.3%
increase in engagements

74%
increase in web visitors

RESULTS

PROFILE GOLF
The newly launched Facebook and Twitter sites performed well. The launch of the brand’s
Twitter account proved highly valuable, with rapid growth in impressions — 32,100 in the first
six months alone — engagements, link clicks and followers. On Facebook, steady progress
was made across all key measurements: impressions, engagements, link clicks and fans.

>> PROFILE GOLF | SIX-MONTH SNAPSHOT

134 new fans

34,800 impressions

1,006 engagements

253%
increase in web visitors

Elevation Marketing retains the management and execution of the Turface Athletics and
Profile Golf social media calendar and associated content. Fans, impressions, engagements
and web visitors continue to rise.

ABOUT ELEVATION

Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency,
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure
alignment between marketing and sales.
We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers.
We offer full-cycle web development services for the
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead
generation and nurturing.
If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will
benefit from what you have to offer.
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